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a script from 

 “Tiny Heart, Crummy Life, Big Whoop”  
by 

Dave Tippett 
 
 
 

What A doctor must tell a patient the bad news that his/her heart is too small. The 
patient does not react the way the doctor anticipates. 
 
Themes: Relationships, Community, Hardhearted, Life 

 
Who Doc- male or female 

Smith- male or female 
  

 
When Present Day 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

White doctor’s coat 
Stool 
Clipboard 

 
Why Proverbs 4:23; Proverbs 28:14 
 
How Keep the dialogue conversational and the pacing energetic.  
 
Time Approximately 2 minutes 
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Smith is walking back and forth. 

Smith: Where’s that doctor. Where? I got here as fast as I could. 

Doc enters, goes to Smith. 

Doc:  Thanks for coming in on such short notice, Mr. (Ms.) Smith. 

Smith: When I got the call from your office saying it was urgent, I came in right 
away. 

Doc: Let me get right to it (refers to clipboard). At your last physical, we did a 
stress test and the results are, well, concerning. 

Smith: Huh? 

Doc: It seems your heart, is, umm, well, about three sizes too small. 

Smith: (puzzled, pause) Three sizes too small? What, like the Grinch?  

Doc: No, but well, uh. Three sizes too small.  

Smith: (pondering) Welll…small heart. (shrugs) Big whoop.  

Doc: (surprised) Quite frankly, I don’t know how you are even walking 
around. How you are, well, participating in life.  

Smith: Yea, I’m not running many marathons, but hey, I also don’t get all 
tangled up in emotional life stuff. You know. 

Doc: Emotional life—? 

Smith: You know. Relationships, community… (with distain, and air quotes). 
Love. 

Doc: Hmmm. Have you ever talked to anyone about your heart condition? 

Smith: No, I— 

Doc:  We’ve seen this condition before. It’s called THCL. 

Smith: THCL? 

Doc: Tiny Heart, Crummy Life. 

Smith: (skeptical) Crummy? 

Doc: It’s a technical term. Overall, it basically means it stinks to be you. 
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Smith: I…I’ve been doing OK. 

Doc:  (skeptical) Right. Let me do a quick exam. 

Directs Smith to stool, looks in Smith’s eyes. 

 Yes, a few planks in there. (looks in Smith’s ear) As I suspected, a lot of 
“Me, Myself and I” gunk in there. Makes it hard to hear. Open your 
mouth and say “ah”. (Smith does) Yep. Forked for sure.  

Doc hits Smith’s knee with karate-like chop. Knee comes up high and quickly. Doc 
jumps back. 

 Whoa! Your ‘knee jerk” reactions are OK. (referring to clipboard) Yes. All 
symptoms of THCL.  

Smith: Hmm. All that stuff is somehow bad, huh? 

Doc:  (makes note on clipboard) Mr. (Ms) Smith, there is a cure. Something 
that seems to work for many with your condition. But you’ll have to be 
open to it. Trust it. 

Smith: Cure? I don’t know. This heart thing doesn’t seem that bad. 

Doc: That’s the problem with it.  We don’t always pay attention to the 
symptoms, but eventually it catches up to us. We end up depending on 
ourselves and not on God. Trusting Him cures this heart problem.   

Smith: (getting up, still skeptical, with an edge again) I don’t need any ‘cure’, 
Doc. I’ll take my chances. (pauses) Maybe we can call my condition 
(making air quotes) “Tiny Heart, and um, Cautious Life”. (Smith exits) 

Doc:  (looks after Smith, then with air quotes, sarcastic) “Life”. Good luck with 
that.  

Doc makes a note on clipboard, and as he exits. 
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